Accent 1 is very much accepted in the literature as the default tonal marker in Scandinavian languages. Consequently, stems and affixes are almost always specified for accent 2. Only rarely in some analyses is accent 1 specified for affixes, but never for stems. We believe that under these conditions, the resulting morphology/phonology interaction is rather complex, having to include special rules of accent marking, floating tones, deaccenting together with inexplicable exceptions. In our analysis of the tonal systems of Swedish and Norwegian, accent 1 is the lexically specified accent and accent 2 is postlexically assigned. Words and affixes may be lexically specified for accent 1, which inevitably dominates. Consequently, if a morphologically complex word includes a lexically specified affix or stem, the entire word will bear accent 1, giving us patterns of alternations like beskriva 1 , skriva 2 . This analysis enables us to account for all the facts almost exceptionlessly, with no special tonal rules, constraints or templates.
INTRODUCTION
The general properties of the tonal opposition in North Germanic as accepted in the literature are given in (1) (based on Bruce 1977; Withgott & Halvorsen 1984; Riad 1998a, b; Lahiri, Riad & Jacobs 1999; Kristoffersen 2000 ; and references therein).
(1) Synopsis of the tonal opposition NORTH GERMANIC (Central Swedish and Standard East Norwegian)
1. Tonal contrast is found in polysyllabic words 2. Accent 2 is lexically marked 3. Grammatical morphemes may come with accents (e.g. Swedish and Norwegian INFINITIVES are accent-2-inducing, cf. Withgott & Halvorsen 1984 , 1988 Riad 1998a; Kristoffersen 2000) phonologically dominant, and this is precisely what we take issue with in this paper.
In what follows, we will argue that in both Swedish and Norwegian, the lexically specified tone is, on the contrary, always accent 1. This implies that grammatical morphemes can only be specified for accent 1, and never accent 2. If no lexical accent is available, then postlexical accent assignment assures accent 2 for polysyllabic words. Monosyllabic words, due to structural requirements, can only have accent 1. Our claim is that lexically specified accent 1 always dominates. Further, Standard East Norwegian differs from Central Swedish (but perhaps not from other Southern Swedish dialects) in that monosyllabic words can contrast lexically as being specified for accent 1 or being unspecified. This specification plays a major role in compound accent assignment.
We begin, in section 2, with an overview of published accounts of accent assignment with morphologically complex words and, in section 3, enumerate our main concerns with anomalies involving accent 1 that previous analyses repaired largely by employing exceptional deaccenting rules. Our initial analysis of Central Swedish (section 3.1) is then extended to Standard East Norwegian (section 3.2). This is followed by a brief analysis of Norwegian compounds (section 4) showing how not only affixes and polysyllabic words, but also lexical words may be exceptionally specified for accent 1. Finally, in section 5, we provide a representation of Scandinavian accents according to our analysis together with a discussion of what comprises lexical accent.
MORPHOPHONOLOGICAL ISSUES IN ACCENT ASSIGNMENT IN SWEDISH AND NORWEGIAN
Although North Germanic languages rarely use only tone to contrast grammatical categories, 2 both Swedish and Norwegian are claimed to have grammatical morphemes with specified tones which dock onto the stem during affixation. Riad (1998a) , Bruce & Hermans (1999) and Kristoffersen (2000) all maintain that many affixes are specified for accent 2 which may spread to the stressed syllable of the stem giving the entire word accent 2. According to Riad (1998a:72) , for example, the infinitive suffix {-a} bears a lexical H tone, or accent 2, which aligns to the stressed syllable of the verb. In Riad's analysis, morphemes can only be marked for accent 2, never accent 1. Bruce & Hermans (1999) also follow a similar track assuming that there is a distinction between affixes that change the accent of a word (accent-2-inducing affixes) and those which do not affect accent (accent neutral affixes). For Norwegian, Withgott & Halvorsen (1984) as well as Kristoffersen (2000) also assume that the infinitive suffix induces accent 2. Examples of accent contrasts in Swedish and Norwegian verbs are given in (3). Since monosyllabic words can only bear accent 1, the imperatives of the monosyllabic roots are accent 1 for both Swedish and Norwegian. Swedish, however, also has disyllabic roots, all ending in [a], as we can see from the imperatives with accent 2. The infinitive form here is homophonous with the imperative since a sequence of two identical vowels is not tolerated. With respect to general accent assignment in the published literature, we could summarise as follows. Despite some variation, Withgott & Halvorsen and Kristoffersen come to very similar general conclusions. Withgott & Halvorsen assume Norwegian affixes can induce accent 1, accent 2 or be neutral.
3 Stems, on the other hand, may only bear accent 2. They distinguish between dominant and non-dominant affixes, and only affixes bearing accent 2 may be non-dominant. In Kristoffersen's analysis, affixes can have floating H, be neutral, or accent deleting. Default accent for both analyses is accent 1. For Swedish, Riad asserts that affixes may induce accent 2 and stems may also come with accent 2, i.e. affixes and stems can have a floating H. Again, unless specified otherwise, default accent is accent 1. In addition, there are some accent-deleting rules where accent 1 dominates; this is quite similar to Kristoffersen's analysis. Before discussing individual examples in detail, the complexity of accent assignment in Swedish is illustrated in (4) with a small excerpt of a flow chart from Bruce (1977) . Bruce's accent assignment diagram shows the intricate patterns of interaction between morphology, stress and accent in Swedish. The diagram, however, fails to distinguish the regularities from the systematic oddities. For instance, the word beĲfalla gets accent 1 in the diagram because (i) there is a pre-stress syllable in the word, (ii) there is a post-stressed syllable in the word, and (iii) it is not a noun with penultimate stress. The fact is, however, that it is not only the prosodic structure and morphological category of this type of word that determines the accent, but more generally all verbs with unstressed prefix be-, för-/for-, ent-(in Swedish and Norwegian) bear accent 1 exceptionlessly. 4 In fact, the tree has exceptions: A noun that is stressed on the penultimate and has a pre-stressed and post-stressed syllable will, nevertheless, receive accent 1 if it contains the unstressed prefix för-as in förĲskrivning 1 'perscription', cf. skrivning 2 'writing'. The infinitive suffix -a normally always goes hand in hand with accent 2 (cf. (3) above), but is overridden here, as in (5) Indeed, if we look at such exceptions systematically, in both Norwegian and Swedish, the culprit is a particular set of affixes, be-, för-/for-, ent-, causing the exceptions that, interestingly enough, ALL involve accent 1 and not accent 2. 5 Recall, that for both Swedish and Norwegian, it is generally accepted that accent 1 is never marked on stems. It is accent 2 which should be marked on affixes and stems.
Furthermore, the above alternations are dealt with in different ways. Withgott & Halvorsen (1984:14) analyse such affixes in Norwegian as bearing dominant accent 1 that overrides all other tonal specification. Kristoffersen (2000:262) deals with these affixes using a morphological constraint on tonal feet built by morphological rules: they must be at the left edge of a word for the floating H to associate to the stressed syllable, 6 and Riad (1998a:86, fn. 29) employs deaccenting rules.
(6) Analysis of Swedish be"stämma and Norwegian be"stemme Riad (1998a) stämm-a 2 > "stämma 2 be-stämma 2 > deaccenting > be"stämma 1 Withgott & Halvorsen (1984) stemm-e 2 > "stemme 2 be 1 -stemme 2 > be-has dominating accent 1> be"stemme 1 Kristoffersen (2000) stemm-e H > "stemme 2 be morphological constraint -stemme H > beĲstemme 1
Riad's deaccenting rule, Kristoffersen's morphological constraint and Withgott & Halvorsen's accent 1 dominant suffixes are devised specifically for such alternations. Otherwise accent 2 suffixes do most of the work. Another curious fact is that Withgott & Halvorsen's accent-1-inducing suffixes override everything else. Accent 2 suffixes may be dominant or weak, i.e. can be overridden. Deaccenting essentially means accent 1 wins. Thus, in spite of the fact that accent 1 is considered to be the default by all these authors, the marked exceptions seem to always involve accent 1, and vice versa if accent 1 is involved, it always dominates.
Is it possible to turn the tables and provide an alternative analysis assuming accent 1 is lexically marked and accent 2 is assigned by postlexical rules? Could such an analysis be more transparent? We will attempt to provide such an analysis for both Central Swedish and Standard East Norwegian. We begin with the infinitive, claiming that this suffix does not carry accent 2. Rather, the lexical organisation of both languages is such that only accent 1 is specified and accent 2 is assigned by rule. We will provide further evidence from compounds in both languages and end with some diachronic speculations.
LEXICAL MARKING OF ACCENT 1 IN SWEDISH AND NORWEGIAN
On the basis of preceding analyses and our own alternative assertion, we could entertain the following competing hypotheses for lexical accent marking: We believe that hypothesis B is preferable since there is only one lexically specified accent, accent 1. Moreover, we will show that non-affixed as well as affixed forms, which surface with or without accent 2, are easily accounted for under hypothesis B. Our claim is that all that is necessary is a postlexical accenting rule assigning accent 2 to all polysyllabic words without lexical accent.
(8) Postlexical accent assignment
Every polysyllabic word, consisting of at least one disyllabic trochee, if not lexically specified for accent 1 is assigned accent 2; else, accent 1. Accent 1 can be specified on prefixes, suffixes or stems. Its presence will ALWAYS block the postlexical rule. The elsewhere condition covers all polysyllabic words with final stress and all monosyllabic words which are not lexically specified for accent 1. In what follows, we elaborate on our hypothesis and show how all the data can be successfully handled. Indeed, all peculiarities, all exceptions, under this account, are due to idiosyncratic marking of lexical accent 1.
Synchronic analysis for Central Swedish
Our analysis for Central Swedish states that lexically there is only accent 1. No morpheme or word bears accent 2 lexically. In (9), we list some words and affixes that are lexically specified for carrying accent 1 and (10) gives the accent assignment rules for Central Swedish. Prefixes with accent 1: be-1 , för-1 , ent-1 Suffixes with accent 1: -Ĳera 1 ,-Ĳisk 1 , etc.
(10) Accent assignment in Central Swedish a. Accent 1 is lexically specified on morphemes. b. Postlexical accent assignment (if not lexically specified)
Lexically specified accent is never overridden by the postlexical accent assignment. Thus, according to our analysis, no word or morpheme bears accent 2 lexically. Accent 2 is a result of the postlexical accent assignment rule. When a morpheme carries lexical accent 1 this accent will dock onto the nearest stressed syllable. Note that after morpheme concatenation, if there is any morpheme bearing accent 1, it will prevail. In what follows, we discuss accent assignment in connection with verbs and affixation (section 3.1.1) and then turn to nouns, their endings and accent assignment in section 3.1.2.
Verbs and their affixes
The infinitive suffix in Swedish is {-a}, as we have seen before. In the present tense, there is a single suffix {-r} that is not distinguished by person or number. In the following, we will give our analysis of the infinitive and present tense with and without derivational suffixes.
Swedish infinitive
In (11) Since the unstressed prefix {be-1 } bears accent 1, this accent associates to the stressed syllable of the root tala, which is not lexically specified. However, without the prefix, the infinitive form, which is identical to the root, is postlexically assigned accent 2 since it consists of a disyllabic trochee. The monosyllabic root stämm also gets accent 2 after the infinitive suffix is added, making it disyllabic. It bears no lexical accent. However, the prefix {be-1 } adds its lexical accent 1 to stämma giving beĲstämma accent 1.
Swedish present tense
The present tense suffix {-r} in Swedish triggers epenthesis. Therefore, the final accent of the verb depends on the syllabicity of the root, not the suffix. As soon as an accent-1-specified prefix is added, the verb ONLY bears accent 1 regardless of the number of syllables. We illustrate this below in (12). Note that the prefixed and non-prefixed PRES forms of tala take the suffix {-r}, and Ĳtalar bears accent 2. This is because the final vowel is not epenthetic but an inherent part of the root. On the other hand, beĲtalar is accent 1, independent of the number of the syllables in the root. The underlying accent 1 of the prefix {be-1 } overrides everything else. For monosyllabic roots like stämm, both the present tense forms beĲstämmer 1 and Ĳstämmer 1 bear accent 1. The former is due to the lexically specified prefix and the latter is because this form is not really disyllabic, the final vowel is epenthetic.
Nouns and their endings
In this section, we will discuss the indefinite plural suffix, the definite singular and plural clitics, and derivational affixes providing further evidence that lexically specified accent 1 dominates.
Swedish indefinite singular and plural: common gender
The Swedish indefinite plural has four surface forms [-r Recall that the plural suffix carries no lexical tone. Thus, words not marked for lexical accent get accent 2 in the plural if a disyllabic trochee is available. In (14a, b), a monosyllabic word becomes disyllabic and surfaces with default accent 2, as in Ĳlagar, Ĳdikter. In (14c, d), lexically unmarked disyllabic words with initial stress surface with default accent 2 in the plural, Ĳmånader, Ĳflickor. In contrast, lexically specified disyllabic words with initial stress remain accent 1 in the plural, as in (14e-g), Ĳoperor 1 , Ĳstudier 1 , Ĳfänrikar 1 . In morphologically complex words Ĳhandlingar 2 , beĲhandlingar 1 , in (14h, i), once again morphemes that are lexically marked for accent 1 like {be-1 } (see (14i)) determine the accent of the plural, or the plural has default accent 2 since no lexical accent prevails (see (14h)).
As seen in (14j), certain disyllabic words ending in r or l ostensibly have two syllables in both the singular and the plural, yet the singular bears accent 1 whereas the plural, with the suffix {-ar} bears accent 2: cf. Ĳåker 1 , Ĳåkrar 2 . There are, however, other accentual patterns as well. Below we compare monosyllabic and disyllabic stems ending in r and l.
(15) Swedish monosyllabic and disyllabic stems ending in sonorants
We assume with others (Rischel 1963 ) that words like åker are monosyllabic stems, which surface as disyllabic in the singular after epenthesis just like some present tense forms. However, unlike other analyses, the plural suffix does not bear accent 2; the word is assigned default accent 2 postlexically after the addition of a syllable. The singular of regel in (15) differs from åkr in that it is disyllabic in the singular and does not need an epenthetic vowel. Its plural is also disyllabic not trisyllabic, Ĳreglar since the final schwa of the stem is deleted. The accent of the singular and plural are both postlexical accent 2.
In (15), we have chosen to mark the monosyllabic stems with lexical accent 1: /regl l /. Consequently, the singular and the plural forms both maintain accent 1. Another option would be to assume that the suffix for these words is not {-Vr} but {-r}, as hypothesised by Riad (2003b:2) , thereby allowing epenthesis in the plural and maintaining accent 1: regl+r > reglr 1 > regler 1 . 8 The same effect occurs in (14n, o). The singular form is stressed on the penult, proĲfessor 2 but the plural has accent 1 with the stress on the final syllable of the stem, profesĲsor+er. Again, one could assume that the suffix is {-r}, and the stress is marked specially for the plural stem which obtains the same effect as regler with epenthesis: profesĲsor+r > profesĲsorer 1 .
We have chosen to mark the words in (14m, n, o) for accent 1, since the plural surfaces with [-er] and accent 1. Had the stems been unmarked for tone, the addition of the plural morpheme (i.e. the addition of a syllable) would lead to default accent 2, as in (14b), where the plural form dikter 2 adds a syllable to the monosyllabic stem and surfaces with default accent 2, as we would predict.
Our decision to specify special monosyllabic stems and stems with final stress with accent 1 (assuming that the plural stem of words like profesĲsor are finally stressed) is based on Norwegian. As we will argue in section 4, Norwegian has monosyllabic and polysyllabic stems specified for accent 1 that affect the accent of the compound. We would predict that these lexically specified stems would also show an effect on compounds in Swedish dialects that have tonal contrast in compounds (like the Malmö dialect). For Central Swedish, there is no other independent evidenceas far as we are aware -and the choice between assuming an additional {-r} plural suffix and assuming a lexical contrast between monosyllabic words rests on particular analyses. We keep this question open for Swedish but would like to repeat that whether there is a second suffix {-r} or not does not change our claim that the plural suffix carries no accent.
There are many advantages in assuming that the indefinite plural suffix {-Vr} comes with no accent, just like the infinitive, and that ONLY lexically specified morphemes can override the default disyllabic trochaic accent 2 assignment. Riad's analysis of the plural requires two suffixes {-Vr} and {-r}, thus one suffix which is syllabic and one which is not. Riad's syllabic plural suffix is lexically specified for inducing accent 2. He assumes that the most common of the plural suffixes, the syllabic version, comes with a lexical high tone {-Vr H }. The other, nonsyllabic plural suffix cannot come with a high tone since, as he notes, suffixes must be 'invariably syllabic' to induce accent 2 (2003b:4).
For Riad's analysis, stems cannot be marked for accent 1, and since the plural suffix comes with accent 2, we should expect fänrik+ar 2 > *fänrikar 2 . To solve this problem, Riad introduces a locality constraint: 'Lexical accent 2 information can only be assigned from an inflection if it is immediately adjacent to the stress ' (2003b:4) . This correctly accounts for Ĳfänrikar 1 , but cannot account for forms like beĲhandlingar 1 , where in his analysis both suffixes come with accent 2: -ing 2 , -ar 2 (Riad 1998a:83 The verb Ĳteckna has accent 2 (stem is disyllabic) yet beĲteckna has accent 1. If a nominalising suffix is added to the simple verb root, the derived noun has accent 2, Ĳteckning 2 but remains accent 1 when the root is prefixed beteckning 1 . In addition, the plural of the respective nouns retains this accent. If we accept Riad's analysis -that the suffix {-ing} comes with accent 2, and that the plural suffix {-ar} always bears lexical accent 2 -beĲteckningar should be accent 2. Riad accounts for the accent 1 of this word as well as of beĲhandling (above) in his 2003b talk by the deaccenting property of {be-} (Riad 1998a:86, fn. 29) , which obviously overrides the accent marking of the noun and the suffixes: teckna 2 , -ing 2 , -ar 2 . In his 2003b talk, he resolves this with his two-morpheme constraint: 'Lexical accent 2 information must occur within the first two morphemes of a structure in order to become a property of the whole structure ' (2003b:4) . Thus, in Riad's analysis, beĲhandlingar gets accent 1, because the first two morphemes {be} and {hand} are lexically unspecified for tone, and the lexical accent 2 information of the plural suffix gets stranded in the third morpheme, and thus the word receives default accent 1.
In our analysis of the plural, only the lexically specified accent can override default accent 2. The plural affix {-Vr} is not specified for any accent. Stems like fänrik 1 or morphemes like {be-1 } are specified for accent 1 and will always impose their accent on any complex morphological form. No locality constraint or twomorpheme generalisations are necessary.
There is, however, a further indefinite plural suffix in Swedish which, in our analysis, is lexically specified to carry accent 1, viz. {-¨er 1 }. This suffix fronts the root vowel of the noun and gives it accent 1. Again, nouns need to be subcategorised for this suffix: stad, städer 1 , bok, böcker 1 , etc.
Definite article
We follow the standard assumption that accent assignment remains unaffected by the addition of the definite article clitics (SING = en/n COMMON = et/t NEUTER ; PLURAL = en/na/a) in Swedish (cf. Riad 1998a:65), as we see below in (17). Based on Riad's (2003c) analysis of the definite singular clitics, we assume that the neuter clitic is a full syllable = et, while the common gender singular definite clitic is only a consonant = n, and the vowel is inserted by epenthesis. Riad's reason for assuming this asymmetry is based on vowel final monosyllabic nouns likeĲbi andĲsky, where the definite singular forms areĲbiet but Ĳskyn and not *skyen. Under similar assumptions, we can hypothesise that the definite plural clitic has the forms = en, which is only added to neuter nouns that have a zero plural as in hus and lakan, or =na elsewhere. The cliticised forms even if they are disyllabic, simply take on the accent of the word. Accordingly, there is a clear contrast between the plural suffix and the definite clitic. Until now our analysis has focussed on prefixes specified for accent 1 such as {be-1 } and {för-1 }. In general, most affixes need not be specified for any accent whatsoever and the regular accent assignment rule would assign word accent based on any other specified accent in the morphological structure of the word. As far as we can see, inflectional suffixes never carry lexical tone; only derivational affixes can be specified for accent 1. Here we list some suffixes with and without accent 1:
Words like läsbar are assigned accent 2 postlexically. In contrast, words ending in a final stressed syllable like emiĲgrant would get accent 1 since there is no disyllabic trochee to host accent 2. The suffix {-Ĳant 1 } must bear accent 1 since the plural forms of all nouns with this suffix have accent 1, cf. emiĲgranter 1 . Suffixes like {-Ĳera}, however, differ. The infinitival forms of these verbs have full vowels, end in a trochee, and thus there is no reason why they should not otherwise have accent 2. In our analysis, just like the prefix {be-1 } bears accent 1, the suffix {-Ĳera 1 } is also specified for accent 1. Accent 1 dominates and all {-Ĳera 1 } verbs have accent 1 in the infinitive.
Our analysis of Standard East Norwegian is in many ways similar to that of Central Swedish. We again claim that only morphemes with lexical accent 1 are specified and lexical accent overrides any postlexical accent assignment. One major difference between Central Swedish and Standard East Norwegian, however, is that of the specification of accent 1 for stressed prefixes. We turn to this below in section 3.2.
Synchronic analysis of Standard East Norwegian
Our analysis of Standard East Norwegian is basically identical to that of Central Swedish, viz. only lexical specification of accent 1 is allowed. In what follows, however, we discuss derivational affixes, the present tense, inflectional suffix and plural suffixes and clitics, pointing out the differences between the two languages.
Stressed & unstressed prefixes in Standard East Norwegian
Central Swedish and Standard East Norwegian differ in their tonal make-up of morphologically complex words in respect to some stressed and unstressed prefixes. Norwegian differs from Central Swedish in that stressed prefixes may also bear accent 1, and as before, whenever there is a lexically specified accent 1 prefix, the whole word has to be accent 1. Whether a stressed prefix behaves as a prosodic word or not is dealt with in section 4. Withgott & Halvorsen's (1984 , 1988 is that for us only the verbal prefix is lexically specified for accent 1; the noun simply gets accent 2 postlexically. The next obvious comparison to be made with Central Swedish is present tense marking. Unlike in Swedish, the surface present tense ending is always [-er] in Standard East Norwegian. This is because, as we saw before, Norwegian neutralised the final a/e contrast, and disyllabic Swedish roots like tala are monosyllabic tal in Norwegian. The monosyllabicity of these roots is attested by the imperatives in Norwegian, which are also monosyllabic. However, the Swedish contrast in the present tense between Ĳtalar 2 and Ĳstämmer 1 is also maintained in Norwegian, not with epenthetic e as in Swedish Ĳstämmer 1 but through allomorphy in the suffix.
On the surface, in Norwegian, the present tense marker {-er} has ambiguous accent marking. Consider the following alternations in Norwegian given in Withgott & Halvorsen (1984:22) Kristoffersen (2000:263) , on the other hand, claims that the allomorphy is in the suffix and not in the root. Therefore, in his analysis there are two suffixes, one with a floating H or accent 2 and one without tone. Thus, the tone-bearing suffix which is added to roots like knis, has a floating high tone, {-er H } while its counterpart {-r} that is added to spis does not. From our perspective, the present tense suffix does indeed have two allomorphs, but they differ segmentally and not tonally: {-er} and {-r}. We follow Kristoffersen's (2000:263) analysis in saying that the consonantal suffix {-r} adds to verbs like /spis-r/ and surfaces with an epenthetic vowel, thereby being assigned accent 1 for a monosyllabic word first. Therefore, like Kristoffersen, we assume a consonantal suffix. However, his syllabic present tense suffix is lexically specified for tone. For our analysis, the suffix {-er} merely adds a syllable to roots like knis such that the present tense Ĳkniser gets accent 2 postlexically.
Again, if the unstressed prefix {be-1 } is added, we get a different picture. Regardless of the unprefixed forms, the present tense of beĲspise 1 will be accent 1 (beĲspiser 1 ). Further evidence for the lexical specification of accent 1 comes from compounds. Before we turn to compounds, however, we give the accent assignment details for Standard East Norwegian below.
Indefinite plural in Standard East Norwegian
Recall that in Swedish the present tense suffix was {-r} and the overall pattern of the indefinite plural suffix was {-Vr}. Standard East Norwegian, as we have seen, has two allomorphs of the present tense suffix: {-er} and {-r}. Is there a need for two allomorphs in the indefinite plural as well?
On the contrary, the indefinite plural in Standard East Norwegian is similar to Swedish in that it has one plural suffix {-Vr}; however, the vowel in Standard East Norwegian always surfaces as {-er}, as we see in (26). As we have seen in Swedish, there are basically four scenarios: (i) stems may be specified for tone and thus have accent 1 in the singular and plural as in stuĲdent 1 , stuĲdenter 1 (cf. (26d, e, f, k, l, m, n)); (ii) there are words that do not consist of a disyllabic trochee in the singular and therefore have accent 1 /åkr/ in the singular and accent 2 in the plural (cf. (26i)); (iii) other words consist of a disyllabic trochee in the singular, like Ĳhimmel, are unspecified for tone, and thus have default accent 2 in the singular and plural (cf. (26j)); and finally, (iv) in Norwegian as in Swedish there is an indefinite plural suffix that fronts the root vowel of the noun and is specified for accent 1, {-¨er 1 }. Nouns will be subcategorised in the lexicon for having this suffix: bok, bøker 1 , etc. In Kristoffersen's analysis of the indefinite plural, once again, an inflectional suffix is lexically specified. As in the present tense, he assumes the plural suffix: {-r AE H } carries a high tone (he also needs a toneless suffix {-r AE } to account for the umlauted plurals). In addition to a lexically specified suffix, Kristoffersen also requires a phonological constraint, i.e. locality constraint, and a morphological constraint. The locality constraint, analogous to Rischel (1963 Rischel ( /1983 , Haugen (1967 Haugen ( /1983 and Riad (2003b) , who also assume a plural suffix bearing a high tone, has to account for the restriction that 'if the stem consists of more than one syllable, the tonal properties of the stem take precedence' (Kristoffersen 2000:258) . The LOCALITY CONSTRAINT confines the lexical high tone's range to the preceding syllable. Thus, the H of the suffix 'can only associate with the final syllable of the stem' (ibid) if it is stressed. This constraint would explain the accent 1 in (26d, e, f, k, l, m, n,) for Kristoffersen. However, cases with stem final stress like piĲlot 1 , piĲloter 1 , present more difficulties for him. For us, the stem pilot 1 is lexically marked, and all is saidaccent 1 prevails. Kristoffersen, however, needs a MORPHOLOGICAL CONSTRAINT on the tonal foot here, to the effect that 'a tonal foot built by a morphological rule can. . . only occur at the left edge of a prosodic word' (Kristoffersen 2000:260) . Recall that this is the morphological constraint that Kristoffersen needs to ensure accent 1 for prefixed infinitives as well.
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To sum up, Kristoffersen's analysis of the indefinite plural consists of a lexically specified indefinite plural suffix, and two constraints, the effects of which are graphically illustrated in (27).
(27) Kristoffersen's H linking in the indefinite plural
Thus, the effect of the H of {-r AE H } INDEF.PL is observable only on monosyllabic roots like /hest/. In contrast, our analysis involves an indefinite plural suffix that is not lexically specified for accent and the general assertion that lexically specified accent 1 will prevail when present.
Following Rischel (1963 Rischel ( /1983 , Haugen (1967 Haugen ( /1983 and Kristoffersen (2000:258) , we assume that stems like /åkr/ and /fingr/ are monosyllabic and lexically unspecified, and thus have accent 2 plurals. However, as we have posited, if a stem is lexically specified for accent 1, this accent will prevail. Thus, adding an indefinite plural suffix or any other suffix to a lexically specified stem should not change the accent -it should remain accent 1 in the plural as well. This we have seen many times over with polysyllabic stems. Although evidence for this hypothesis is difficult to come by, since most lexically marked monosyllabic words are neuters and have zero plurals, there are other monosyllabic stems with epenthetic vowels, such as in the words Ĳsykkel 1 'bicycle', Ĳseddel 1 'note', Ĳtittel 1 'title' and Ĳmiddel 1 'middle', which all have accent 1 in the plural (Ĳsykler 1 , Ĳsedler 1 , Ĳtitler 1 , Ĳmidler 1 ). In our analysis, these nominal stems are specified for accent 1, which becomes apparent when they constitute the first member of a compound (ĲsykkelAEklokke 1 , ĲseddelAEbok 1 , ĲtittelAEblad 1 , ĲmiddelAEalder 1 ). When we take a closer look at the compounds in section 4, we will find more evidence that monosyllabic words can also be lexically specified for tone. First, let us formulate an initial approximation of lexical accent marking in Standard East Norwegian. Until now, the only difference we have seen in accent assignment between Central Swedish and Standard East Norwegian is that the latter may have stressed prefixes, or particles carrying lexical accent 1. As we will see in the next section, this sort of lexical specification is also carried over in compounds.
COMPOUNDS
The Scandinavian dialects show interesting variation with respect to accent 1 assignment in compounds. We repeat the table below from Perridon (2003) (Bruce 1973 (Bruce , 1974 . Riad (2003b) refers to these dialects as being innovative and Central Swedish as being conservative, because here compounds always have accent 2. Perridon (2003) , however, sees it differently: 'Central Swedish radically simplified the stress and accent system of the compounds, by giving them all accent 2'. This follows from our analysis as well.
Synchronically, as we mentioned above, we follow Riad in assuming that Central Swedish compounds are analyzed as two prosodic words and that they receive compound accent 2. Recall that Central Swedish also only allows accent 2 in words with stressed prefixes (or particles). Lexical accent 1, in our terms, plays no role in Central Swedish compound constructions. Norwegian compounds, however, like their prefixed verbs, come in various accent combinations, and unlike Central Swedish, they can sustain both accent 1 and 2. If the compounds are organised according to the number of syllables of the first element, we can see that almost all possibilities are available, as in (31) The accent of each independent form of the first and second elements is given in columns 1 and 2. Compounds with a polysyllabic first member (31a) appear to be transparent. The compound accent is the same as that of the initial member and is independent of the syllabic makeup of the second member. Thus, bothĲaksjemarked 1 and ĲaksjekapiAEtal l have accent 1 regardless of the accent of the second member.
Compounds with monosyllabic first elements are not as obvious. Since monosyllabic words must surface with accent 1, if the initial member dominated the accent, the accent of the whole compound should always be accent 1. Nevertheless, we get alternations like Ĳskokrem with accent 1, but ĲlandAEkart with accent 2. It is neither the number of syllables of the second member, nor the accent of the second member that appear to be the deciding factor. Kristoffersen (2000:264) provides a very nice example of the homophone ball meaning 'round object' or 'large social dance' which manifest different accent patterns in compounding (cf. (32)). For example, ĲballAEsal is accent 1, but ĲballAEspill has accent 2. Withgott & Halvorsen (1984) and Kristoffersen (2000) all emphasise that for the polysyllabic first members, the accent of the first word induces the accent of the compound. However, the problem for both lies with monosyllabic initial words (cf. ball 'round object') or certain words ending in sonorants, such asĲfinger, which should induce accent 1 but instead result in accent 2 compounds. Withgott & Halvorsen suggest for these words that a floating High tone (or accent 2) is a part of the lexical representation of these roots, and subsequently induces accent 2 in compounds. Thus, in their analysis, the word land in ĲlandAEkart 2 would have a floating accent 2.
Kristoffersen argues against this analysis, because the floating accent 2 of these words would only emerge in compounds. Instead, he argues that accent 2 is not an essential part of any of these individual words, but rather that these accent-2-inducing monosyllabic first elements have a 'compound stem' with a floating High tone. This representation is given in (33).
(33) Kristoffersen's (2000:266) floating H for compounds
This H will be part of the analysis of words which surface as accent 1 in the singular but induce accent 2 in compounds, and will be in the 'underlying representations of all stems that induce accent 2 without further formal modification of the stem' (Kristoffersen 2000:266) . Thus, this representation will be both inherent to ball 'round object' and land, and both will trigger accent 2 in compounds. 11 In (34) Note that for Kristoffersen and Withgott & Halvorsen, it is the initial member of the compound that dominates the accent assignment, and it is lexical accent 2 that does all the work, be it floating or a part of the compound stem. Our analysis is different. We need no floating H for any stem specifically for compounding, as do Withgott & Halvorsen, nor do we require a floating H as a tonal morpheme belonging to a compound stem for specific monosyllabic words. The regular compound rule is the same as for Swedish, viz. that compounding leads to accent 2. The difference is that the same assumptions hold concerning the dominance of lexically specified accent 1 for particle words in Norwegian. In (35), we show how lexical accent specifications dominate accent assignment. Thus, we see that if the first word bears lexically specified accent 1, the compound bears accent 1 as well; otherwise, regardless of the number of syllables and the accent of individual words, compounds are all accent 2, as in Central Swedish. The polysyllabic word Ĳaksje 1 is lexically specified for accent 1 and determines the accent of the compoundsĲaksjeAEmarked 1 andĲaksjekapiAEtal 1 . The polysyllabic first elementĲkirke, however, comes with no accent and thus this word receives postlexical accent 2 as do the compounds formed with this word as the initial member. An advantage of our analysis is that no floating compound stem accent is necessary (cf. Kristoffersen 2000) , nor does it require any special floating accent for individual words during compound formation (cf. Withgott & Halvorsen 1984) . We assume that all initial members specified for lexical accent, monosyllabic or disyllabic will dominate whether in affixation or in compounding. The compound accenting rule for Norwegian is formalised in (36).
(36) Compound accent in Standard East Norwegian
[ω 1 ω] → accent 1 (first word is lexically specified) else, [ω ω] → accent 2 (like Central Swedish)
Our compound accenting rule implies that in Standard East Norwegian there is a contrast between lexically specified accent 1 monosyllables and 'normal' monosyllabic words which have accent 1 simply because they do not have a disyllabic trochee. Notice that the ball 'dance' is specified for accent 1 and is always accent 1, while ball 'round object' is not lexically specified and merely receives accent 1 because it is monosyllabic and thus receives accent 2 when an additional syllable is added, e.g., in the plural and when it comprises the first element of a compound.
A further advantage is that surface disyllabic words which end in syllabic consonants need no extra comment. Consider the words in (37) The initial members of these compounds have accent 1 as independent words. For Kristoffersen (2000:267) , the accent-2-inducing first members have to be accounted for by assuming that the statement in (33) must be part of their lexical representation. Kristoffersen (2000:266) notes that accent assignment of these words can vary between speakers but the pattern is widespread. Under our analysis nothing special need be said, as shown in (38) The first three words are underlyingly monosyllabic, e.g. /fingr/Ĳfinger, and thus not specified for accent 1. Regular postlexical accent assignment would give them accent 1. The last two compounds have lexically marked first members: Ĳtiger 1 , Ĳkabel 1 . Thus, under the compound accenting rule, any word which has Ĳfinger as the first member would regularly get accent 2; however, any compound with Ĳtiger 1 as the first member will have accent 1.
Our analysis covers the simple compounds. Compounds with juncture or 'cohering suffixes' require further investigation although they also fit into our general story.
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The final version of lexical accent specification and assignment in Norwegian is given in (39). Let us summarise Kristoffersen and Withgott & Halvorsen's positions in comparison to ours. The crucial types of words that bring out the difference are monosyllabic hest vs. ball 'dance' and disyllabic Ĳtiger vs. Ĳfinger. All singulars of these words have accent 1 when spoken in isolation. In the plural, ball adds no syllable since it is a neuter noun and remains monosyllabic and accent 1. Hest andĲfinger have accent 2 plurals (Ĳhester,Ĳfingrer) whileĲtiger 1 remains accent 1 (Ĳtigrer 1 ). On the one hand, Kristoffersen and Withgott & Halvorsen are forced to mark hest andĲfinger with a floating H either as part of the stem or as part of the compound stem to obtain accent 2 compounds (ĲhesteAEkraft 2 , ĲfingerAEring 2 ). On the other hand, ball and Ĳtiger are their normal unspecified cases. We have exactly the opposite analysis. For us, ball 1 and Ĳtiger 1 are lexically specified, which Ĳtiger 1 maintains even when a syllable is added in the plural (Ĳtigrer 1 ). The monosyllabic stems inĲfinger and hest are unspecified and both get postlexical accent 2 in the plural. Only words lexically specified for accent 1 induce accent 1 in compounds, everything else is accent 2 regardless of whether the initial word surfaces with accent 1 in the singular in isolation or not. Consequently, exceptional compound stem marking for Kristoffersen is reserved for a vast number of regular, inherited Germanic monosyllabic stems. Counting monosyllabic stems that trigger accent 1 and the ones that do not in Withgott & Halvorsen's (1988) list, we find the following: monosyllabic stems that trigger accent 1 in compounds: 130 monosyllabic stems that take default accent 2 in compounds: 269
For us, the special marking of accent 1 on monosyllabic nouns is reserved for a non-homogeneous set including those that take a special plural, or are borrowed.
A final point that needs to be addressed relates to the consequences of marking a handful of monosyllabic words with lexical accent 1. We have claimed so far that stems bearing lexical accent 1 will always keep their accent, no matter what is added (see examples, prefix {be-1 }). If this claim is correct then the monosyllabic lexically specified accent 1 words should bear accent 1 with all suffixes. Kristoffersen (p.c.) has pointed out that marking words like ball with lexical accent 1 has the same consequences as Withgott & Halvorsen marking hest or land as accent 2 on the root since this accent never shows up anywhere other than in compounds. Actually, we feel this is not so. First of all, the set of words marked with accent 1 that do have a plural with accent 2 is very small. Words like land, on the other hand, which have accent 2 compounds, are numerous. Indeed, Withgott & Halvorsen's account is no different from Kristoffersen's since his special compound stem marking effects an enormous number of inherited, regular words. Surely it is better to mark 'exceptional' for a small set of really exceptional words. Kristoffersen's special marking on monosyllabic stems leads to 'exceptionally' marking 269 accent 2s in compounds. We obtain this by our default, general compounding rule -no exceptional marking is necessary.
REPRESENTATION OF ACCENTS
Concerning the synchronic analysis of Swedish and Norwegian we have presented here, the burden is borne by accent 1 rather than accent 2. This is essentially incompatible with all previous and recent phonological analyses, for both Swedish and Norwegian. In all other analyses it is accent 2 which is marked on morphemes, and it is accent 2 which is the 'active' member. Accent 2 has always been accepted as the dominant member in accounting for morphophonological alternations, primarily because of the phonetic manifestation as well as the phonological contour of accent 1 (regardless of dialect-specific differences), which is considered to be less complex. Why, then, do we claim that accent 1 is the distinctive accent? The principal reason for lexically specifying accent 1 was simply that (a) this is the accent involved in exceptions, and (b) dominance relations are directed by it. It seemed to us that in both Norwegian and Swedish all problematic cases, i.e. all oddities, involved accent 1. Once accent 1 is specified, the phonology works smoothly. In what follows, we summarise the assumptions of earlier work, in (41), and then proceed to sketch an outline of our view regarding accent specification and phonetic implementation.
(41) Assumptions about Scandinavian lexical accent
• ACCENT 2 IS MARKED, ACCENT 1 UNMARKED (Haugen & Joos 1952; Rischel 1963 Rischel /1983 Jasanoff 1966 Jasanoff /1983 Haugen 1967 Haugen /1983 Elert 1972; Bruce 1977; Withgott & Halvorsen 1984; Riad 1998a Riad , b, 2003a Bruce & Hermans 1999; Gussenhoven & Bruce 1999; Kristoffersen 2000 , and others).
• ACCENT IS PRIVATIVE Accent 2 is lexical, and accent 1 is the absence of lexical tone (Rischel 1963 , Jasanoff 1966 , Haugen 1967 , Elert 1972 , Linell 1972 , Lorentz 2001 , Riad 2003a , and others); or accent 2 is listed in the lexicon, and accent 1 is introduced by rule (Withgott & Halvorsen 1984 ).
• ACCENT IS EQUIPOLLENT Accent 1 and 2 are represented with the tonal string H + L. The difference lies in the alignment of the H or L tone. H*L is the alignment for accent 2 and HL* for accent 1 (Haugen & Joos 1952 , Bruce 1977 , Endresen 1977 , Hoel 1981 , Lorentz 1984 , Gussenhoven & Bruce 1999 ).
Contrary to all other approaches, in our analysis we do not represent lexically specified accent 1 as L or H. Rather, we adopt Gussenhoven's (1991) idea of accent marking for English, and we mark morphemes bearing lexical accent with an abstract diacritic ( × ). Jasanoff (1966 Jasanoff ( /1983 
These lexically specified words will always be accent 1, irrespective of any further affixation. Moreover, morphologically complex words formed with the affixes in (42) will always bear accent 1. We now turn to the ultimate phonetic realisations of the accents.
Phonetic realisation of accents across dialects
Swedish and Norwegian dialects are well-known for their diversity in the phonetic realisation of the two contrasting accents (see Gårding (1978:30) for an overview). Lexical accent 1 is realised in some dialects with a low tone, in others with a high tone. Irrespective of whether accent 1 is realised as a H or L tone, the lexical marker is able to account for the surface realisations, since we do not specify lexical accent as being H or L. Marking lexical accent with a diacritic leaves room for dialectal differences. Therefore, in East Norwegian, for example, lexical accent ( Lorentz 1984 , Riad 1998a Thus, the bitonal contour of accent 2 is the consequence of a tonal insertion to break up identical tones.
(Un)Predictability of lexical accent 1
What does lexical specification mean in the context of complexity, markedness, and dominance? Without exception, researchers have assumed that accent 2 is MARKED since it has one high tone more than accent 1. Consequently they have represented stems, affixes, and compound-stems with accent 2 that then dominates in affixed words and compounds. But is this really so? Is it not the case, rather, that accent 2 contours (phonetically varying across dialects) surface on Scandinavian polysyllabic words UNLESS something hinders them? And is this hindering element not invariably accent 1? One could compare such a blocking effect in stress rules in Germanic. Usually Germanic stress is never final, unless certain specific suffixes force it to be so. Scandinavian tone appears to have the same property. Accent 2 surfaces on all disyllabic trochees, UNLESS accent 1 blocks it, where blocking includes specific stressed and unstressed affixes as well as a set of idiosyncratic words, etc. Thus, in our view, accent 2 is not lexically specified since it is more general and predictable, while accent 1 is specified because it is more ad hoc, unpredictable, dominant and blocks default accent assignment. Had accent 2 been the lexical accent, we would expect more irregular distributions, but we do not find them. Instead, it is accent 1 words that are unpredictable.
Riad (p.c.) draws attention to the fact that there is a tendency for words with the prosodic pattern of σσ σ to have accent 1. If this were accepted as an overall prosodic constraint, it would account for infinitives with unstressed be-, etc. without having to specify it for lexical accent. This would have the same effect as Kristoffersen's morphological constraint (cf. (27) above). However, we face several problems. First, words of this pattern do have accent 2 as in koĲpia 2 , veĲranda 2 , anaĲkonda 2 , etc. Second, the prosodic constraint does not solve instances like NorwegianĲanklage Verb , where the prefix is stressed but induces accent 1. Third, there are many disyllabic words which surface with accent 1 and induce accent 1 in Norwegian and Southern Swedish compounds like a × ksje, which maintain accent 1 in the plural and we would have no prosodic explanation for these. Thus, although there may be such prosodic tendencies, the overwhelming evidence suggests that accent 1 needs lexical specification.
We maintain, like Rischel (1963 Rischel ( /1983 , Jasanoff (1966 Jasanoff ( /1983 , Haugen (1967 Haugen ( /1983 , Elert (1972) and Riad (2003a) , that accent is privative in the sense that stems and affixes may or may not be specified for lexical accent. The actual phonetic manifestation is left up to the individual dialects as suggested above. We could compare this to Swedish and German, where high rounded vowels are specified for [HIGH] (Fant 1973 :96, Simpson 1998 .
We can now return to idiosyncratic words that bear lexical accent 1 (ti × ger 'tiger', ba × ll 'dance'). Since our view is that all forms deviating from the norm bear accent 1, it comes as no surprise that loans are assigned this accent since their prosodic as well as morphological make-up maybe uncertain and variable. Unlike Kock (1878), we do not think that the accent 1 assignment of loans mirrored the pitch marking of stressed syllables of the donor language, which in most cases would have been high pitch; rather, on the contrary, they were borrowed and marked with the lexical or special accent. And since speakers tend to be pertinacious in their behaviour, across Scandinavian dialects, accent 1 remains the lexically specified, novel, and distinctive tonal morpheme. 
NOTES
1. This does not include the dialects with circumflex tone.
2. In Swedish we only encounter a few original r-stems that have such a contrast, fader 'father' sg. accent 2, fäder pl. accent 1, and even then there is an umlaut/non-umlaut vowel distinction.
3. Withgott & Halvorsen also hypothesise an additional floating accent 2. We turn to this later.
4. The one exception is Ĳbearbeta 2 'to cultivate'.
5. Riad (1998:86, fn. 29) points out that inÄlvdalsmål words with be-bear accent 2 and suggests that this is an archaic feature. However, Jönsson-Steiner & Lahiri (2004) show that poets like Nicander (1737) were sensitive to the fact that words with prefixes like {be-} do not bear accent as they ought, which means that these prefixes must have been special.
6. We discuss this in more detail in section 3.2.4.
7. The unstressed prefix {be-} is lexically specified for accent 1. This means that after stress assignment, the stressed vowel will bear the tone associated with accent 1 L or H, depending on the dialect. This will be discussed in more detail in section 5.
8. It would make no difference whether we assume the stem for regel ĲruleĲ to be disyllabic or monosyllabic. The crucial point is that the stem must be specified for accent 1. In words like stuĲdent, however, we do not have to consider this since the stressed syllable will never be a disyllabic trochee in the singular.
9. We could have also assumed a /-r AE / as in Kristoffersen (2000) . However, if we assumed /-r AE /, the syllabicity would be retained everywhere except after unstressed [e] and stressed V. Assuming that the suffix is a full vowel + /r/, i.e. /-er/, explains vowel deletion more effectively -two identical vowels do not surface (/ Ĳ pike//er/ > *pikeer but / Ĳ opera//er/ > Ĳoperaer).
10. Kristoffersen's 1992 analysis of be-infinitives was different. The floating H of the infinitive suffix was linked to be-followed by an L which linked to 'the second next mora', which would be the stressed syllable of the verbal root. This results in accent 1.
11. In his discussion of the Swedish dialect of Malmö, which has Norwegian-like accent, Riad suggests that stress clash (monosyllabic word + word) in a compound leads to accent 2. This is overridden by his two-morpheme generalisation.
12. We draw a distinction between linking {-e} and linking {=s}, arguing in support of a clitic analysis of the latter. The general compounding story remains.
